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Abstract Plagiarism detection services are a powerful tool to help encourage
academic integrity. Adoption of these services has proven to be controversial due to


ethical concerns about students’ rights. Central to these concerns is the fact that


most such systems make permanent archives of student work to be re-used in


plagiarism detection. This computerization and automation of plagiarism detection


is changing the relationships of trust and responsibility between students, educators,


educational institutions, and private corporations. Educators must respect student


privacy rights when implementing such systems. Student work is personal infor-


mation, not the property of the educator or institution. The student has the right to be


fully informed about how plagiarism detection works, and the fact that their work


will be permanently archived as a result. Furthermore, plagiarism detection should


not be used if the permanent archiving of a student’s work may expose him or her to


future harm.


Keywords Education � Ethics � Internet � Plagiarism � Privacy


Introduction


The problem of plagiarism in student work has received a tremendous amount of


attention. In recent years services such as Google and TurnItIn.com have made it


easier to find the sources of plagiarized material. At the same time, plagiarists have
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found a wealth of new material to plagiarize through the world-wide-web, including


web-based ‘‘paper mills’’ that seemingly exist for no other purpose.


The adoption of plagiarism detection systems has been quite controversial. Many


educators and authors worry about the legality and morality of forcing students to


use them. In particular, TurnItIn.com has come under fire for the practice of


archiving submitted student works for future use in plagiarism detection.


There is a growing (though still small) body of legal discourse that attempts to


sort out whether or not this archiving of student work violates the student’s


copyrights. The United States District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia, for


example, ruled that, at least when students submit their own work to the service, no


copyright violation occurs (A.V. et al. v iParadigms LLC). In addition, the court


found that students receive a direct benefit from submitting their work, and that


being ‘‘forced’’ to submit work to TurnItIn.com was not illegal ‘‘duress’’ (A.V. et al.


v iParadigms LLC, pp. 10–12).


Though many authors have also identified privacy rights as central to the debate


over these services (Foster 2002; Townley and Parsell 2004),
1


privacy rights


students have to their schoolwork have not been precisely defined. When plagiarism


detection services archive
2


student work, as is currently practiced by the most


popular such services, student privacy rights may be violated because the existence


of these archives presents a risk of future harm to the students that cannot be


overridden solely by the duty (of the professor) to fairly evaluate student work.


A Description of the Type of Plagiarism Detection Service
Addressed in This Paper


This paper focuses specifically on plagiarism detection services that make


permanent archives of student work. Services of this type generally work as follows:


1. The student or professor uploads the student’s work to the service.


2. The service automatically marks sections of the paper that are very similar to


publicly available (on the Internet) web pages or papers.


3. The service automatically marks sections of the paper that are very similar to


other student works that have been submitted in the past. Furthermore, the full


text of the plagiarized work (which is often personally identifiable even if


names are removed) may be provided to the professor.


4. The student’s work is permanently archived for re-use in step 3 of this process


(for future submissions).


Parts 3 and 4 of the process allow the plagiarism detection service to detect kinds


of plagiarism that cannot be caught by step 2. For example, papers from paper mills


1
Andrea Foster presents a broad overview of the controversies surrounding student rights. Cynthia


Townley and Mitch Parsell comment on privacy only in passing, as one motivation for their proposed


remedies for student plagiarism.
2


I use ‘‘archive’’ to mean a collection of documents that is systematic, centrally administered, and


permanent. The copies of student work that might be inadvertently left behind on lab computers are not


‘‘archives,’’ but the electronic submission features of courseware sites (like BlackBoard) are.
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are not usually posted on the ‘‘public’’ web. Though TurnItIn will not catch work


from a paper mill the first time it is submitted, it will catch subsequent re-submissions


of the same paper. This also allows the service to catch plagiarized sections from


(non-digital) books, from papers kept by student organizations, and from similar


sources of plagiarized material that are not openly posted on the Internet.


A Problems-Based Approach to Privacy Rights


One serious pitfall in the discussion of privacy rights is the attempt to define a


unified and comprehensive ‘‘right to privacy.’’ This would seem to be a logical step,


because one could then use the definition to analyze particular cases to see if they


violate the privacy right.


As many scholars have found, however, the word ‘‘privacy’’ has so many


seemingly incompatible meanings (both in common use and in the law), that a


comprehensive definition has not been found. Consider some examples of the ways


the U.S. government uses the word ‘‘privacy.’’ The US Code uses the word


‘‘privacy’’ when talking about confidentiality of data. For example, ‘‘privacy’’ is the


word used in explaining that data collected through federal financial aid forms


should be carefully handled to ‘‘ensure the integrity and confidentiality of the


information’’ and to protect against ‘‘unauthorized uses or disclosures of informa-


tion’’ (20 U.S.C. § 1090). The Supreme Court of the United States (SCOTUS) gave


‘‘privacy’’ a very different meaning when it ruled that the right for married couples


to use contraceptives is a ‘‘privacy’’ right (Griswold v. Connecticut 1965).


‘‘Privacy’’ is also invoked when one person spies on another. In one recent case a


Rutgers University student was ‘‘found guilty of hate crimes for using a webcam to


view his roommate … kissing another man’’ (Associated Press 2012). Interestingly,
the student’s lawyers argue that this is not an invasion of privacy because ‘‘the


snippets of video that [he] and others saw did not show sexual acts or nudity.’’


Fully plumbing the depths of this problem is beyond the scope of this short paper.


I adopt an approach similar to Daniel Solove’s problem-based approach in


Understanding Privacy (2008). Solove’s key idea is to identify categories of


problems that seem to bear at least a family resemblance to privacy. As a result,


many of his categories are controversial. Here a category is controversial if there are


reasonable definitions of ‘‘privacy’’ that explicitly include it, and also reasonable


definitions that explicitly exclude it. Solove (2008) breaks his list of problems into


four main categories:


• Information collection
• Information processing
• Information dissemination
• Invasions


His taxonomy includes items most people agree on. For example, surveillance


and interrogation are problems included in information collection. On the other


hand, some items are more controversial. For example, Solove includes ‘‘increased


accessibility’’ in his list of information dissemination problems. This involves
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taking data that was already publicly available (such as mortgage records) and


making them much more easily accessible (by, for example, creating a searchable


database online). He claims that new methods of accessing data can lead to new and


unforeseen uses of the data.


The benefit of this approach is that it makes it possible to identify, categorize, and


analyze privacy-related cases even though scholars have not yet agreed on a


consensus definition of ‘‘privacy.’’ This paper will identify several problems


revolving around the use of automated plagiarism detection, and then propose rules


to address these problems. The goal here is to derive some narrow and specific


‘‘privacy rights’’ that are held by students, and should not be violated by educators.


Though one need not appeal to Solove for these arguments to hold, the taxonomic


categories the problems fall into will be indicated in order to show the relationship


between Solove’s approach and the arguments provided here.


The Rights of Students, and Duties of Educators, with Respect to the Privacy
of Student Work


Students have at least three distinct ‘‘privacy rights’’ related to their work:


1. Students have the right to expect that their submitted schoolwork will be treated


as ‘‘personal’’ information. This means that the educational institution will take


the same care in protecting it as it would in protecting the student’s social


security number or grades.


2. Educators have a duty to make sure students are fully informed about the


potential privacy implications of using a plagiarism detection service. Note that,


though phrased as a duty for the educator, this can be viewed as a claim right
3


for the students.


3. Students have the right to expect that work that is ‘‘risky’’ or ‘‘controversial’’ in


nature will not be archived without some form of consent. Simply informing the


student, as required in the previous rule, is not enough if the required work may


expose the student to adverse effects.


In the following three sections I present my arguments for each of these. Each


argument uses a different method. The first claim follows from a recent Supreme


Court decision, the second from an analysis of the rights and duties of students, and


the third from historical precedent and consequentialist arguments.


Student Work is Personal Information


It is clear, in US law, that a student’s grades are personal and private (OWASSO


ISD v. FALVO 2002). The decision of who can and cannot see their grades is left up


3
Claim rights are those rights that require someone else to act on our behalf. For example, one cannot


exercise the right to a free primary education on one’s own. Everyone else in society has to contribute


some money in order for this to happen. This is contrasted with liberties, which are rights that one has as


long as others do not interfere. Religious freedom is one example of a liberty.
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to the student. But what of the student’s works, themselves? Is it just the grade that


is private, or is student work also personal and private? TurnItIn.com (along with


many educators) seems to believe that only the grades, not the works, are private


(iParadigms LLC).
4,5


I argue that this belief is based on a misinterpretation of US


privacy law. As I will show, the Supreme Court of the United States has stated that


student work is indeed personal, and potentially shielded by privacy laws.


Under US law, a piece of information is usually only considered ‘‘private’’ if it is


both specific to a particular person (‘‘personal’’) and if it is unlikely to be publicly


disclosed.
6


This understanding of privacy is at the core of TurnItIn’s claims that


their uses of student work do not infringe privacy rights. Their argument flows from


an analysis of the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act (henceforth ‘‘FERPA’’,


20 U.S.C. § 1232 g), which is the US law that most directly addresses privacy issues


for students. TurnItIn claims that ‘‘the work is not considered to be part of the


student’s education record because the work has not been graded. Thus, FERPA


does not apply under the recent Supreme Court ruling Owasso Independent School


District v. Falvo’’ (iParadigms LLC).


TurnItIn’s claim is in error. The text of the SCOTUS (Supreme Court of the


United States) decision they refer to also states:


The parties disagree, however, whether peer-graded assignments constitute


education records at all. The papers do contain information directly related to a


student, but they are records under the Act only when and if they ‘are maintained


by an educational agency or institution or by a person acting for such agency or


institution.’ §1232 g(a)(4)(A) (OWASSO ISD v. FALVO 2002).


The ‘‘but’’ is very revealing. The court did not base its conclusion that the papers


were not protected on the fact that the papers were not graded. Instead, the court


asserts that, in Owasso, the papers themselves are not educational records because


they are not permanently archived. The SCOTUS decision reports that ‘‘[the FERPA


definition of personal records] covers … those materials retained in a permanent file
as a matter of course.’’ TurnItIn’s use of student work appears to meet this


definition, while the Owasso Independent School District’s use of student work did


not. The archiving of student papers as a matter of course is a necessary part of the


service that educational institutions are buying from TurnItIn.


It is not that TurnItIn violates FERPA, since it is quite legal to maintain such


records, provided that the other provisions of FERPA are obeyed. Instead, this


argument shows that SCOTUS considers submitted student work to be ‘‘personal


4
Neither the authorship nor the date of this document are clear. Because it was posted on TurnItIn.com


in 2008, authorship is attributed here to iParadigms LLC, the parent company of TurnItIn.com. The most


likely date for the document is probably 2002 or 2003, since it talks about the Owasso decision as being


‘‘recent.’’
5


This document is no longer available from TurnItIn.com. Because the field of plagiarism deterrence is


changing rapidly, many of the documents cited as evidence in this article have evolved over time. I use


‘‘as accessed on’’ in the bibliography entry to note the cases where I am referring to an older version of


the document.
6


The reader should understand that the issue is intentionally simplified here. A detailed legal


understanding of the principles involved is not necessary for this discussion, as long as the reader is aware


that ‘‘personal’’ information receives special privacy protections under US law.
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data,’’ contrary to TurnItIn.com’s claims. One must conclude that, under US law,


students have the right to expect that their submissions will be treated with the same


respect as all other ‘‘personal’’ information.


In Solove’s taxonomy, failing to understand and uphold this principle would be a


Breach of Confidentiality (2008). Solove claims that ‘‘the harm in breach of


confidentiality is the violation of trust in the relationship’’ (2008, p. 142). This is


exactly the harm that arises if the educator does not treat student work as personal


information. As Cynthia Townley and Mitch Parsell argue (2004), the student must be


in a strong relationship of trust with the instructor in order for optimal learning to occur.


The Duty to Fully Inform the Student


An educator may feel that methods used in grading and detecting plagiarism should


be kept secret. If students know that a particular plagiarism detection strategy is


being used, they may find counter-measures to avoid detection. This leads to the


second privacy problem. The use of automated plagiarism detection cannot be kept


secret because educators have an especially strong duty to inform students about the


privacy risks of plagiarism detection. Other authors have made similar claims
7
: The


approach here differs in that fully informing students is in fact an unavoidable duty


that is the natural ‘‘dual’’ (as defined below) of the student’s duty not to plagiarize.


A definition of plagiarism is ‘‘copying that the copier claims (whether explicitly or


implicitly, and deliberately or carelessly) is original with him and the claim causes


the copier’s audience to behave otherwise than it would if it knew the truth’’ (Posner


2007, pp. 106). Richard Posner’s emphasis is that plagiarism revolves around the


audience’s (detrimental) reliance
8


on misinformation about the identity of the author.


This definition says something very interesting about the relationships between


authors, copiers, and audiences. Rephrasing slightly, one can claim:


Primal Proposition: It is a fraud (of plagiarism) to copy where the copier


(whether intentionally or negligently) misrepresents herself/himself as the


author of a work, and this causes the audience to behave otherwise than they


would if they knew the truth.


Educators tend to feel that students have a duty and responsibility not to commit


fraud of this type. Educators rely on students’ claims of originality and authorship in


order to fulfill the duty to fairly evaluate student work.


What of the case when it is not the authorship that is uncertain, but the audience?


In mathematics, ‘‘duality’’ between two statements exists when each statement can


7
For example, Foster (2002) reports that UC San Diego required professors to inform students, though


they did not have a uniform policy for what to do if students refused to comply. Townley and Parsell


(2004) feel that it is not possible to get informed consent in this situation because of the unequal power


structure in the student–teacher relationship. The Library at UMass Amherst recommends informing


students through the syllabus, and provides standardized language for this purpose.
8


Readers familiar with US contract law may feel that ‘‘detrimental reliance’’ is out of place here. The


term is adopted from Richard Posner’s book (2007). I believe that he intentionally used this term to


suggest that there is an implied contract between author and reader.
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be transformed into the other simply by exchanging two words.
9


Swapping the roles


of the audience and author, leads to the following claim:


Dual Proposition: It is a fraud (of wrongful disclosure) to copy where the


copier (whether intentionally or negligently) misrepresents himself/herself as


the (sole) audience of a work, and this causes the author(s) to behave


otherwise than they would if they knew the truth.


Here the ‘‘copier’’ is the educator, who is making copies of student work without


informing the student. In the case of plagiarism, the copier is the student, who


makes false claims regarding authorship, fooling the educator. In this new case, the


educator makes false claims regarding the audience, fooling the student author.


Educators should accept that they have a duty to fully inform students about the


audience, and potential unintended audience, for their works. In this way one avoids


wrongful disclosure. The duty to avoid wrongful disclosure is something that, all


else being equal, most educators would agree with.


Note that the Dual Proposition can almost certainly be greatly generalized, at the


cost of increased controversy. In the interest of making the argument more clear, the


limited formulation of the Dual Proposition is: The student has the right to receive


(and the educator a duty to provide) full and accurate information about the risk of


unauthorized disclosure that accompanies the use of plagiarism detection systems.


In Solove’s taxonomy, failure to inform students that their data are being


collected and archived is a harm of Exclusion (2008). Solove argues, in general


terms, that Exclusion is an inherent harm because it leads to less accountability for


those that collect information, and feelings of powerlessness for general members of


society.


The Author/Audience Duality


Readers unfamiliar with the use of duality in philosophy may have some concerns


about this method of argument. This section may safely be skipped if the reader


does not have concerns or confusion regarding the duality argument.


In the previous argument the claim is that the author and audience are duals of


each other, when issues of intellectual honesty are being examined. The reader


might have been willing to accept both the Primal and Dual Propositions based on


their own merits, without the framework of duality. The power of duality, in this


case, is to draw attention to the possibility that an inherent link exists between the


duty of students not to plagiarize, and the duty of educators to fully inform students


about their audience.


In order to explore the power of this duality method, compare the Dual


Proposition to another proposed duty that comes from a parallel construction. If one


wants to find a duty of educators that is ‘‘parallel’’ to the duty of students to not


9
Encyclopedia Britannica (2012) defines ‘‘duality’’ as the ‘‘principle whereby one true statement can be


obtained from another by merely interchanging two words’’. The definition has been reworded to


emphasize the fact that the dual of a true statement might be false, and vice versa. Duality is most


interesting, however, when both the statement and its dual are true.
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plagiarize, one might attempt to hold both educators and students to the ‘‘same


standard.’’ For example, one might claim that if students are not to plagiarize in


work submitted to teachers, then teachers are not to plagiarize educational materials


presented to the students. Townley and Parsell argue that:


Lectures are by far the most common academic environment experienced by


students, but instructors rarely present a robust model of academic attribution


in teaching (Townley and Parsell 2004, pp. 274).


In other words, one should not be surprised if students do not value attribution,


because educators do not model it well in class.


Does this mean that educators have a duty not to use lecture slides or course


materials without attribution? It is certainly true that educators must be good role


models if they wish to encourage academic integrity, but there is a serious problem


with the proposed duty: It is unlikely that the students rely on their perception that


the course materials are original.
10


If students do not rely on the authorship of the


materials, then one cannot really ‘‘plagiarize’’ according to Posner’s definition


because the audience does not change its behavior due to the lack of attribution. If


one removes the ‘‘reliance’’ condition from the definition of plagiarism, the result


still seems unreasonable. Accepting a duty to always cite sources of class material


discourages the educator from adopting new materials or making minor tweaks to


course content, all to no purpose from the student’s point of view.


The parallel construction seems to fail precisely because the roles of student and


teacher are very different kinds of roles. The educator does need to display


intellectual integrity in the classroom, but this integrity is different in kind from the


intellectual integrity asked of students.


It is for this reason that the Dual Proposition is neither a ‘‘mirror image’’ of, nor


an analogy to, the Primal Proposition. Mathematical duality is not concerned with


binary opposites, as in ‘‘dualistic’’ ways of thinking in traditional philosophy. Nor


does it produce parallels or analogies. Instead, duality tends to show that each item


shapes the other. The canonical example of this is the fact that both of the following


are true (in plane geometry): ‘‘Two lines (in general position) define a point,’’ and


‘‘two points (in general position) define a line.’’ The value of the duality method is


that it allows the comparison of items that have apparently very different natures.


Here the author and audience are duals, with respect to unauthorized copying, and


so the educator cannot accept the Primal Proposition (no plagiarism) without


accepting the Dual (full information for students).


Permanent Archives of Student Work Place Students at Risk of Harm


Is there actually any harm if student work is archived permanently? The third privacy


problem revolves around whether or not archives of student work, like TurnItIn.com,


can ever negatively impact a student in later life. It might seem reasonable to think


10
Posner argues that originality is most likely a bad thing in textbooks, course materials, and lecture


slides, unless the professor happens to be the world’s foremost expert in the topic at hand (Posner 2007).
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that student papers are trivial, and the student has no reason to worry about them


being made public. However this is not true. In fact there is a documented case of a


permanently archived student writing that came back to haunt its author.


The example is the role that Hillary Rodham-Clinton’s undergraduate thesis


played in her campaign for the presidential nomination in 2008. Secretary of State


Clinton’s thesis was archived, as a matter of course, in the archives of Wellesley


College. Bill Dedman reports that former U.S. President William J. Clinton and his


wife Hillary asked Wellesley to restrict access to the thesis (2007). This action, in


and of itself, lead to a great deal of speculation about the contents of (then) Senator


Hillary Clinton’s thesis. Because the thesis analyzes the methods of radical leader


Saul Alinsky, Dedman says that several commentators have suspected that it would


reveal Marxist leanings. In particular, Dedman quotes Peggy Noonan as saying that


the thesis is ‘‘the Rosetta Stone of Hillary studies’’ (2007).


When she wrote her thesis, Secretary Clinton was in her early 20s. By the time


she ran for the Democratic presidential nomination 38 years had passed. Secretary


Clinton likely regretted writing the paper, because it caused some members of the


public to associate her with radical Marxism. Knowing what she knows now, she


might have chosen a different topic for her thesis. It is also quite likely that her


ideas, as expressed in the thesis, are no longer the ideas that she holds today.


Permanent archives of student writing make it more difficult for individuals to grow


and change, and to leave their young and immature selves in the past.


This example leads to the conclusion that there are times when a student may


regret that her work has been permanently archived, as happens automatically and


inescapably with plagiarism detection systems like TurnItIn.com. What must


educators do to try to mitigate or prevent this from harming students? Should all use


of plagiarism detection systems be prohibited due to this risk?


Banning TurnItIn.com based on this fear would be an over-reaction. When one


examines Secretary Clinton’s case more closely, one sees that she knew that her


work would be permanently archived. Theses are always written with the intent that


they would be available to the public. The harm that she experienced due to the


archiving of her thesis cannot be blamed on Wellesley, because she chose the topic


after having been fully informed that her thesis would be archived.


If an educational institution uses TurnItIn.com for all student work, the case is


very different. In such a situation it is not just theses that are archived, but all


student work. Furthermore, it is possible for students to be largely unaware of this


process, leading them to choose risky or controversial topics that they would not


have chosen if they knew TurnItIn.com was being used.


As a response one might recommend that all student work should be written for a


public audience. However forcing students to write for a wide audience can be


contrary to the goals of a liberal education. Consider the following statements about


liberal education:


We experience the benefits of liberal learning by pursuing intellectual work


that is honest, challenging, and significant, … liberal learning aims to free us
from the constraints of ignorance, sectarianism, and myopia (Association of


American Colleges and Universities 1998).
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…skepticism in analyzing arguments … [is] central to thinking critically. … A
healthy exchange of conflicting ideas and differing viewpoints encourages


rethinking of accepted perspectives; it requires making choices and taking


risks (Miami University 1987).


Students cannot honestly pursue challenging and significant questions if they are


plagued by worries about the wide distribution of their work. As Townley and


Parsell (2004) argue, students are only able to honestly engage when they are in a


strong trust relationship with the audience, which is normally assumed to be (only)


the instructor. By making clear to students that the distribution of their work is no


longer solely under our control, the ‘‘constraints of ignorance, sectarianism, and


myopia’’ are actually reinforced.


In Solove’s taxonomy, the move from physical archives (like the Wellesley library) to


digital archives (like TurnItIn.com) constitutes Increased Accessibility (2008). Though


Solove does not argue that Increased Accessibility is an inherent harm, he does say that it


leads to much greater risks of disclosure and secondary use, to the point that ‘‘a difference


in quantity becomes a difference in quality’’ (2008, p. 150). Thus, Increased Accessibility


to a person’s early writings constitutes a real and potentially significant harm.


The result is a conflict between two goods. An effective deterrent against


plagiarism would have a significantly positive impact on the goals of (liberal)


education. At the same time, forcing students to write only for public consumption


conflicts with those goals. The idea that students have a right to expect that work


that is risky or controversial will not be submitted to plagiarism detection archives


without (some form of) student consent strikes an acceptable balance between the


good of deterring plagiarism and the good of encouraging intellectual risk-taking.


Pseudonymous Submission and Student Privacy


As a final aside, there is a common suggestion for using plagiarism detection in a


way that respects student privacy. Many universities have recommended that, to


provide privacy, students should submit work pseudonymously (University of


Alabama 2003; University of Maryland; University of Massachusetts).
11


While this


approach is helpful, it is not an acceptable substitute for full disclosure of risks.


Firstly, pseudonymous bulk submissions by the professor may violate student


copyrights. In A.V. et al. v iParadigms LLC, the protection of the school against


copyright claims seemed to turn on the TurnItIn.com license agreement that the


student assented to when submitting their own work.


More importantly, pseudonymous submission is likely to fail to protect privacy.


It is very difficult to completely remove all electronic evidence of authorship from a


paper created in a modern word processor. Students and professors must be


absolutely meticulous about creating assignments that do not include personally


identifying information. Pseudonymous submission may provide a stumbling block


11
These web sites have evolved over time. Here I am citing material that was available on the ‘‘as


accessed on’’ date listed in the references.
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for ‘‘joy riders’’ that are just poking around in the archive, but a determined searcher


will have many clues to work from.


Pseudonymous submission is a good idea, but it is not sufficient to release the


educator from the duty to fully inform the student about the risks of plagiarism


detection systems. In order to remove this duty, one would need to transform the


student’s work (as archived) to the point that it would no longer be considered


‘‘personal.’’ For example, one might store only the ‘‘fingerprint’’
12


of the document,


or break the document into unconnected groups of 2–3 sentences. Such a system


would most likely be sufficient for detecting plagiarism. Unfortunately, it would


probably not be sufficient for proving plagiarism in the case that a student contests a


disciplinary action. The full text of the plagiarized document would likely be needed


as evidence to prove a charge of plagiarism. For this reason it is not possible to


‘‘anonymize’’ the student submissions, while at the same time deterring plagiarism.


Even if such a transformation were possible, pseudonymous submission is still


not sufficient to address the problems in the student–teacher trust relationship. Trust


is upheld only if students agree that using the plagiarism detection system is, in fact,


in their own best interest. The problems raised by plagiarism detection technology


do not seem to have a technological solution. Instead, one must focus on using this


new technology in the correct way.


Conclusion


There are three specific privacy rights that students have in their submitted work.


Under the law, student work is personal, and hence (all else being equal), private.


Secondly, educators have a duty to fully inform students about the use of automated


plagiarism detection, and this duty is the natural dual of the duty of the student not


to plagiarize. Thirdly, concerns about archiving of student work are not purely


speculative given the precedent of a student writing assignment that came back to


haunt a prominent public figure. A problems-based approach to analyzing privacy


issues is useful because it makes it possible to derive and justify rules that protect


the privacy of students, even though there is no comprehensive definition of privacy.
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